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Inkquirer Turns Campus on

Ear— "What Was True?"
the Student Loses An Ear thing, 1 realized
Editorial Staff

that you had fooled me."
Well... our only excuse is that it was a
JOKE! And, no, as real as it seemed and as
likely as it is to occur in the future, no
students were arrested for bat-wielding or
shot-gun-brandishing in the parking lot
(but the way parking on this campus is— it

Thepublication of the April 1 Inkquirer
turned the campus on its ear—even if only
for a brief mom ent. The Inkwell staff has
keen am azed by the number of students
and faculty who fell for our prank. It isn't
alwayseasy to discern truth from lie, reality could happen).
Again, we felt the need to pick on the
from fiction. And to be honest, we hoped
overwhelming
cat population (even if not
to fool you. We did fool many of you.
Last week's Inkwell was the April Fool's everyone thinks it's a funny situation) and
the Cat Throwing Competition was born.
Day Edition. Faculty and staff members got
into the spirit of the day, with even the Sorry, gore fans, no one lost an ear. We
president of the college getting in on some
made the whole thing up.
The April Fool's edition was an
of the fun. Whether you saw the paper on
March 31, or on April 3, it was dated April opportunity for the staff to get creative and
1 for that reason. Many of the stories to have a little fun. We were able to use our
contained therein were fabrications, imaginations, and we tried to correct some
exaggerations, and blatant bold faced lies. of the problems on ca mpus— like classroom
Theheadliningstory on thefrontpage space for instance. Now if any of you
seemed tobe verybelievable. Many people, believed the Robert Burnett Memorial
faculty and History majors included, Bridge story— well, we hate to disappoint
believed that Dr. Hendricks had been you, but we made that up, too.
Michael Jackson and Lorena Bobbit
named Department Head. One particular
History professor had informed his class, were not hired, LLDA's Mr. Clancy is not
however, that a woman by the name of Dr. being held for questioning in terrorist
Nancy White, had been selected. One of activities, no French food will be served in
the cafeteria (at least not that we know of)
his students, then, upon reading the paper,
^marked to this professor in class. "What and we are happy to report that Dr. Keith
Douglass was not involved in any freak
is this? You said awoman had been chosen!
A professor from LLDA remarked, "At bathroom accident. If we confused you—
firstlactually believed it. I thought,'Wow., we're tellingyou now that it was all in good
they picked Chris. But by the time I got to fun. April Fools!

The Armstrong State College Cheerleaders,
coached by Ginny Knorr, have been chosen as
finalists in the Universal Cheerleaders
Assoctional College Finals.
The cheerleaders are in San Diego this week
to compete. The competeition will appear on
ESPN. Stay tuned for further details.
The Cheerleaders have been nationally ranked
for the past five consecutive seasons, including a
7th place finish last year.
Good luck! The 1993—1994 ASC
Cheerleaders, pictured at left, are: Front (L to
R): Julie Stormont, Joanna Accurso, Heather
Ward, Mandy Henderson, Anna Coleman,
Danielle Wolf, and Amy Galetta. Back (L to R):
Shawn Buchanan, John Fogarty, Larry Adkins,
Rusty Zittrauer, Chuck Smith, Slate Williams,
David Zittrauer.

NOTICE OF STREET
CLOSING:
Due to construction of the new
gym, Science Drive will be closed
to traffic from 8:00 P.M. April 10
until 8:00 A.M. April 25. The
campus will be accessible only
from Abercorn entrances.

Baseball
Update:
See page 12
m
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Is this
Cleveland's
year? p.5

Where
Have All
the
Students
Gone?
See page 5.
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Don't forget
Kids Night Out!
Saturday, April 16
from 6-9pm.
Showing:

Homeward
Bound
Call Student Activities at
927-5300 for details.

New Baha'i College
Club on Campus
Student and faculty members of the Baha'i Faith
recently formed a college club on campus. The Baha'i
Faith is an independent religion with members in every
country andmost localities around the world. There has
been a local organized group in Savannah for over 30
years, but this is the first time a group ha organized at
Armstrong.
Some of the ideas the college club will focus on are
promoting cultural awareness, recognizingthe importance
of education, appreciating everyone for their diversity
and unique contributions, and advancing awareness of
environmental concerns. One program planned to advance
these goals is an Earth Day activity on campus Friday,
April 15—* watch for details on flyers around campus.
The club is also planningan International Fair including
food, customs, and music on Saturday, A pril 30 from
6:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. in the Faculty Dining Room of
the Memorial College Center at Armstrong, and a
Comparative Religion lecture series is planned for the
upcoming fall semester.
The Armstrong Baha'i College Club is open to
membership to any interested persons. If you are an
international student or just someone who would like to
show pride in your heritage, we invite you to join us for
the International Fair by wearing your native costume,
playing an instrument, or sharing a dish or short talk
about your country's culture. For more information,
contact Dan Rea at 921-5597 or Barbara Rudolph at
352-4416.
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Reactivate the Armstrong
International Club

U.S. citizens, and students with re fugee
status, then the total number 0f
international students is increased to 129
students, representing sixty-five countries
Therefore, the existence of the
M indfu 1 of a globa 1 awareness and wi th
international faculty/students adds up t o
a specific futuristic view toward meeting
an
additional diversified and enriched
the challenge of the forthcoming 21st
"multicultural"
campus life of A rmstrong
century, the Department of Government
State College. As a rule, each oneof them
would like to reactivate the Armstrong
knows that he/she represents his/her
I nternational CI ub. The club was origi nally
country
of origin as a citizen "ambassador"
chartered several years ago as a duly
and
tries
to maintain a healthy outlook on
established student organization Due to
his/her
goal
of education. Also, there has
the graduation of the initial leadership
been
a
sub
stantial
increase of international
group and many other reasons, the club
faculty
members
during
the most re cent
activities have remai ned dormant recently.
years.
The primary purpose of the
The reacti viated Armstrong StateCollege
organization is to enrich the international
International Club is open to both
component of the campus life by the facul ty
international
and American faculty an d
and students alike. There are several
students
who
agree with the abovespecific goals to be achieved by the
mentioned
specific
goalsof the club. If you
Armstrong International Club as follows:
are
interested
in
assisting
in this effort, call
1) To sensitize the ASC campus and the
Dr.
Steve
Rhee,
Director,
Office of
Savannah metropolitan community about
International
Programs
and
Activities,
at
the importance of "global thinking" in the
927-5296
(Room
1-7,
Solms
Hall)
andsign
interdependent world; 2) to promote
up!
mutual friendship and cultural
understanding for the "international
students" at ASC wi th American students;
3) to serve as a prime facilitator in the
"i nterna tionalization" of the campus 1ife as
part of the on-going "multi-culturalism"
reprinted from the
movement on the college campus life; 4)
to provide recreational and social life for
April 1,1994 issue due to
the international students and the
American students; 5) tofostersupportfor
the ASC international students and their
campus activities.
At present, there are fifty-two
international students who are on "F-l"
visas, representing thirty countries. If we
include international students who are on
Permanent Immigrant status, naturalized
By Dr. Steve Y. R hee
Director, Office of International Programs
and Activities (Dept. of Government)

Correction:
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Visiting Writer Pam Durban: Fiction
and "The Process of Discovery"
The following profile of novelist and
story writer Pam Durban came about
luringher two-day stay on campus last fall,
when she gave a reading from her recent
n0vel, The l.auching Place, and visited
^veral literature classes to discuss fiction.
Aparticipant in the Armstrong State
College Vis iting Writers Series, Durban
was one of two prose writers the campus
found itself lucky to entertain fall quarter.
Thisspring Armstrong will host twohighlyacclaimed poets, Pulitzer Prize winner
(1985) Henry Taylor, and Andrew
Hudgins, finalist for the 1986 Pulitzer.
Dr. James Smith, assistant professor of
English and coordi nator of the series, a long
with the Department of Languages,
Literature and Dramatic Arts, as well as the
Student Government Association's
College Union Board (CUB), all invite
you to attend these remarkable events.
Hudgins' readi ng takes place Apri121,
1994, in Jenkin s Auditorium at 12:30 in
theafternoon. Taylor reads May 12,1994,
sameplace, same time. A catered reception,
duringwhich audience members may speak
with the poet, buy a book, have it
autographed, follows each reading.
hort

By Carol Tinkham

Guest Columnist
A moth er's grief for her dead son, a
boy's c rush o n his swimming instructor,
and a girl's disappointment upon her
grandmother's return from Africa—
emotional cen ters for three short stories
that powerfully draw the reader in to their
worlds. As the writer of these and other
stories collected in All Set About With
fever Trees (1985), Pam Durban
acknowledges, "I know it is character I a m
"tost interested in." Indeed, Durban
skillfully presents her characters'
illuminating m oments. For instance, the
girl Annie in the title story expectsa spiritual
transformation of her grandmother when
the latter returns from missionary work in
Africa. Poignantly, A nnie can see only the
Physical transformation— she's fat! To
Durban, "that is what a story does— makes
things connect and make a pattern just for
3 minute, and it will dissolve and flow on
a§3in, yo u know, but it is that momentary
Meeting together of things that I l ike."
As her unusually "long" short stories
Ptove, Durban revels in experi menting wi th
tlme in order to make those momentary
Meetings occur. In "This Heat" she
Actively weaves flashbacks into the
Present to reflect the anguished mother's
^oughts and feelings triggered during her
S°n s funeral. By contrast, in "All Set About
J'th Fever Trees," Durban chronologically
ePicts key events that highlight Annie's
6vdopment from a naive girl, blinded by
er grandmother's changed physical state,
0 a young mother, finally capable of

understanding
her
grandmother's
inner
transformation.
As a participant in the
Armstrong Visiting Writers
Series on November 9, 1993,
at ASC, Durban met with
selected English classes, and
read excerpts from her recently
published novel.The Laughing
Place. (1993), in Jenkins
Auditorium.
She also
graciously consented to an
interview,
providing
quotations for this profile that
revealed her insights into the
writing process required for
effective fiction.
Currently teachingfiction
and
literature on the
undergraduate and graduate
levels, Durban is a professor at
Georgia State University. An
English major in college, she
continued her studies in
graduate school. After six
weeks, however, she wanted
something different. Turning
to journalism, she worked with
a small newspaper in South Carolina and
two other newspapers in Atlanta, Georgia.
Eight years after college, she
unexpectedly found her niche— fiction
writer. Dissatisfied with the confines of
newspaper writing, Durban began to collect
oral histories of an old textile mill
community in Adanta. Interviewing these
people on behalf of a community
development organization, she thoroughly
enjoyed "taking all of those pieces of
conversation and making them i nto a story,
a narrative of their lives." Her fascination
with those oral histories inspired Durban to
pursue a career in fiction.
Just as an interview takes time and
organization, the process of creating a
fictional narrative also requires discipline,
according to Durban. Although she prefers
writing four or five hours in the morning,
she needed a more flexible schedule after
the birth of her son. In fact, she actually
enjoys writing "late into the night. Further,
if she can take a few days by herself, she
notes, "then I can write twelve hours of the
day." Not only discipline to set a writing
routine but also flexibility allows a realistic
and productive schedule.
In order to make this writing time
fruitful, Durban employs "a pretty elaborate
notebook system." Constantly carrying one
with her, she keeps other notebooks "at
home or in the room where I work..." These
journals or notebooks keep thoughts
organized and help her clarify ideas, as well
as serving as repositories for sudden
inspiration.
With time set aside, notebook and pen
ready, an aspiring writer can begin a first
draft. Asserting that "the process is not
conscious, " Durban explains, "I am just

NEWS BRIEFS
Two ASC Students
Present Papers at Florida
Academy of Sciences
ASC students Elaine Burt
and Greg Hammond presented
research papers at the Florida
Academy of Sciences meeting in
Tallahassee on March 26. Their
research was directed by Dr.
Steve Taylor, Psychology and
Dr. Ken Relyea, Biology. In
addition, abstracts of theirpapers
have been published in the
journal Florida Scientist,
Volume 57.

Photography Students
Honored

writing the story as I imagine it." Following
thisfirstdraft, however, the revision process
begins with questions concerningcharacter
development. For example, what factors
motivate character X to behave in a certain
way in the story? Writing, for Durban, "is a
process of discovery more than setting out
on a path you know." And "many, many,
many" revisions maybe necessary. Echoing
the common plea of English professors at
ASC and elsewhere, she succinctly advises,
"Revision is what writing is all about." In
her own experience, three or four hundred
pages of drafts may resu 11 i n twen ty or thi rty
pages of story.
Keeping in mind Durban's discipline
and advice, what can an interested ASC
student do now to begin training as afiction
writer? As a teacher for over twelve years,
Durban believes astudent'sclose observation
of his or her world marks a vital component
in then craft of fiction. Teaching a creative
writing class, she can help students with the
technical elements, but she can not help
them perceive the world. Solely their
responsibility," this individual perception
may lend a corresponding depth to their
work, the crucial ability "to see the world"
can, however, find expression through a
certain technical knowledge or facility"
(available inacreative writing class at ASC).
As Pam Durban's work illustrates, both
observation and revision create the
foundation for good fiction.

The Visiting Writers Series is proud
to present Andrew Hudgins, a Pulitzer
Poetry Finalist, on Thursday, April 21st
at 12:00 P.M. in Jenkins Auditorium.
Sponsored by LLDA and College Union
Board.

Cindy Wallace and Laura
Green, art majors and
photography students, each had
two photographs accepted for
the First Annual Southeatern
Regional Juries Photography
Competition at Kennesaw State
College. Students from five
states submitted work for the
competition. The exhibit dates
were March 21- April 7, 1994Congratulations!
• * ••

Another "Noche Tropical"
The Armstrong State
College Hispanic Society will
sponsor a "noche tropical"dance
on Saturday, April 16 from 8:00
P.M.—2:00 A.M. at the plaza
behind the Radisson Hotel on
General Mcintosh Boulevard.
Latin American and Carribean
music will he spun by a live
Latin D.J. A cash bar and hors
d'oeuvres will he available.
Dress is semi-formal.
Tickets will be available at
the door for $7 per person and
$10 per couple. Proceeds go to
the Hispanic Society. For
further information, contact
Gary Fodor in LLDA, at
927-5289.
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Regents' Essay
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Prep Sessions

i

Tbesday April 19:

I

and two former Miss Armstrongs,

Sherolyn Ford (1989) and Kelly
Mimbs (1991) will compete in
Columbus at the 1994 Misss

9:00 A.M., 12:00 Noon
& 5:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M., 10:00 A.M.,

||
I 1Johnson County.
| ASC on ESPN

-g ^

I
|

The Armstrong cheerleaders
are finalists in the Universal

|f

Cheerleader Association National

j

and Mimbs will represent
./

mm g\ g\ -g-k m m

12:00 Noon & 5:00 P.M.

Sunday April 24:

ASC in the Miss

_ " l©edrgia Bjgeant

Ji.

Monday April 18:

NEWS BRIEFS

1:00 P.M.

'*

.

^

broadcast live on ESPN this
month.

...

Student Teaching

Writing Center (Gamble 109)

||

Student Teaching "Sign
Up" for Fall Quarter 1994 will
be held April 13,1994 at12:00
Noon in the ASC Fine Arts
Auditorium.

WRITE A PRACTICE REGENTS' ESSAY I II
YMtatioh Night

• Come to the Writing
Center anv
®
J
time — no appointment necessnrv

I

6 ^ 3 0 p .m p . c a n mm i

«/

• Get suggestions from a writing
O

vl/ttvll

9

• Get tips and sample topics

Armstrong State College
Visitation Night will be held on

for details and reservations, or
call toll free, 1-800-633-2349.

1 B^oche*°pkaI
I
I
I

The ASC Hispanic Societywill
^ost "Noche Tropical* of
Ttopical N^i>io'PjSaturday,

•

' April M from 8:00 P.M.- ZM
AJM, In the hallroom of the
Raddison Plaza Hotel. Tickets
are $7.00 per person, $10.00

and Mexican lood. OailllXPA
at 927-5289 for more Info.
*•«
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NEWS BRIEFS
ASC Student
Chosen to Attend
Women As Leaders
Conference in
Washington, D.C.
The Departement of
Government is proud to
announce that Arms trong State
student Loti Wi lliams has been
chosen to repre sent the college
and the State of Georgia at the
"Women as Leaders" conference
in Washington, D.C. The
conference, a professional
seminar for collge women, is
sponsored by The Washington
Center for Internships and
Academic Se minars and Sears,
The two-week seminar will be
held from May 1 6, 1994 - May
28,1994. Ms. Williams isamong
the 200students nationwide who
will be attending the conference,.

Is This the Year for the Cleveland Indians?
By Grace Robbins
Assistant Editor
Once again, April has arrived and the
usual signs of spring are emerging all around
us. The flowers are blooming, gnats are
biting and diet-plan sales are booming—
some things never change. But how do we
really know that spring is here? Baseball
season, of course. Yet something is different
about this spring. Something's up in
Cleveland, Ohio.
One of the springtime traditions in
Cleveland is the anxious anticipation of the
baseball season to come. Every year, devoted
fans cling to the small hope of a winning
season for the Indians, knowing deep down
that by summer their hopes will surely be
dashed. But something strange is in the
Cleveland spring air this season—something
like real optimism.
The Indians organization has devoted
the last few years to building a younger,
stronger team, and has recently capitalized
with the acquisi tions ofa few veteran pi tche rs
such as Dennis Martinez and Jack Morris.
These and other additions have transformed
the Cleveland ball team into a possible
pennant contender for the first time in
decades. According to recent reports, the
new face of the ball club gives them the
potential to become the all-American,
Cinderella team of the future. And it's not
only the players themselves who are
responsible for the new attitude in Cleveland,

A brand new stadium and explosive ticket
sales are adding to the excitement, and the
Indians' image will receive a boost from
Hollywood, as well, with the publicity of the
movie Major League U. Even President
Clinton has added to the momentum by
attendingthelndians'opening game at acobs
J
Field, where the Indians started the new year
with a flare by turning a potential no-hit
defeat into a thrilling eleventh-inning
victory.
But can the Indians overcome their
disastrous past and live up to the ex
pectations
of baseball fans across America? Should the
Cleveland fans, after decades of defeat,
indulge in a little sporting optimism? Probably
not, according to Dr. Richard Nordquist,
Director of Nontraditional Learning, who
responded to the questions with a laugh. "In
another life, maybe," he mused. "But we're
all hoping and praying."
Just how bad have they been?
Undeniably, the Indians have a miserable
record to overcome. In 1892, a sportscaster
characterized theNational League Cleveland
Spiders as "highly successful in the
manufacture of nothingness, surrounded by
an elliptical fence." Since then, the team has
suffered a series of disappointments and
disasters. By the end of the 1890's, they were
so bad that they earned the name "Exiles"
and the team was forced to finish the last two
months of the season playing all its games on
the road. In 1899, Cleveland won just 20
games and lost 134, ending up 84 games out

of first place—to this day the worst season in
major league baseball. And fans have had
little to cheer about since. According to Dr.
Nordquist, whooffered acolorful illustration
of the team's unfortunate history in a faculty
lecture last year, a Cleveland player once
remarked, "I wish they wouldn't play that
song. Every time they do, we lose." The song
he was talking about was "The Star Spangled
Banner."
Yet, if Cleveland has its way, this will be
the "Year ofthe Indians." At least one local
fan is optimistic about the team's future—
Dr. Peter Mellen of LLDA shared this
prediction: "The last time the Indians were
in the series I ha dn't been bom yet, and I'm
beginning to feel my age. I'm sure God won't
let me die before they get into the World
Series. 1 feel this is t he year." With such
touchingdisplays ofdevotion from Cleveland
fans, who could resist a ride on the baseball
bandwagon should the Indians prove to be a
solid ball club?
It's been forty years since the Indians
played in a World Series (one they lost in
four straight games). With a sixth-place
finish in 1993 the new et am is sure to improve
on last year's record. Perhaps the years of
dedication will pay off for Indian fans this
baseball season...but if so, there could be a
cruel irony in the team's success. If the
Indians do make it to post-season play this
year, you can bet that quite a few faithful fans
will be too afraid to watch.

From the President's Desk— A Message From Vice President Butler
Where Have All the Students Gone? Education in the 21st Century
By Vice President Frank Butler
Guest Columnist
1 heard of a college president who asked
one of his counterparts what her faculty was
doing about the use of technology in
instruction. The second presiden replied
that her faculty was taking a wait-and-see
approach. She then inquired as to the
approach of the faculty of the first. His
response was th at it was too soon to take a
wait-and-see attitude. Well, 1 begin with the
premise that in regard to new educational
technologies it is too late to take a wait-andsee approach.
Arriving at my topic was easy. It does
not take a rocket scientist or even a quick
read of Megat rends to realize the nature of
the colossal changes taking place in our chosen
profession. A lexicon of buzzwords surely
contains such terms as total quality
fanagement,
continuous
quality
improvement, institutional effectiveness,
assessment, curriculum reform, cost
containment, access, computer- assisted
instruction, distance learning, cost
containment, and a potpourri of other
concepts and strategies. Oh, by the way, did
' mention co st containment? In virtually
every major business and industry in America,
down-sizing has become the standard
operating procedure. And I am sure you are
familiar with the recent plan to reduce the
®e of the federal government. Clearly, our
profession will not be allowed to dine on
dollars while the rest of the country is
tightening its belt.

The nature of higher education is
changing so rapidly that no one can or should
pretend to be able to predict the future with
any degree of accuracy. But about one thing
everyone I know in the business of
administering in higher education agrees:
the public will demand of us greater
accountability to produce graduates who can
communicate, compute, and calculate, who
can think independently-and they will give
us fewer dollars to do it. Make no mistake:
this is a real and unrelenting expectation.
Unfortunately, the measures of our labor will
be reduced to virtually meaningless
instruments, such as standardized
examinations, if we do not seize the initiative
and seize it now.
To a large extent, that initiative calls for
intelligent applications of new educational
technologies. I cannot apply the word
"emerging" to these tools of learning for they
have already arrived. This past fall, for
example, compliments of the Governor and
of the Medical College ofGeorgiaand Georgia
Southern University, we saw the installation
on my home campus of two fully equipped
distance learning classrooms. Currently at
Armstrong more than 400 computersare in
use by students and faculty for a myriad of
instructional purposes fromword processing
to testing to laboratory simulations.
Responding toextraordinarypressures to place
a computer on every faculty member s desk,
in every student'sdorm room, and in every
administrator's fur-lined office, we are in the
process ofinstalling an additional seventyfive computers right now.
Yet such technological developments

are insignificant compared to the educational the information highway is n ot just the slick
transmissions that are now literally in the air subject of the newsweeklies and AT&T
commercials: access roads spring up daily,
around us. The number
and var iet-y of what I refer to as "job shops"— tolls are already being collected.
So what does it all mean? I don't know,
institutions of higher educationwithout lots
of brick and ivy-covered walls—are increasing but please indulge me while I sp eculate on
at a remarkable rate. These "Have TV, Have the potential such new technologies offer.
Computers Will Travel" operations are We can rail against the
gaining credibility asthe validity of what they changes and make sure we are vested in the
do becomes ever more certifiable. How many retirement system, or we can embrace the
of you haveheard of Nova University? How new paradigms, accept their inevitability,
about Central Michigan? Saint Leo? What and adapt them to our particular missions.
Bill Prokasy, Vice President of Academic
aboutthe National Technological University ?
Did you know that such minor players . iffairs at the University of Georgia, has
asGeorgia Tech, Purdue, the University of written down much of what 1 have been
Oklahoma, and the Massachusetts Instituteof thinking. I urge you to read
Technology are among the contributors of his paper "The New Pedagogy: An Essay on
course work delivered by NTU ? Wh at about Policy and Procedural Implications" in
the Mind Extension University? Right now, Innovations in Higher Education, 15 (2),
Spring/Summer 1991. Dr. Prokasy discusses
in nearly every major city in the
U.S., this university can reach almost one- what he calls the "time and space
and-one-half million potential students by independence of learning." In other words,
means of cable TV and millions more via one of the greatest opportunities presented
satellite. But clearly this must besome sort of by the use of computers for education is the
fly-by-night operation, agreed? How about capability of adjusting the learning
Colorado State, theUniversity of Arizona, environment to accommodate the
Penn State, the Library of Congress—also fly individual's learning style and speed. Now,
by n ight? These are among the twenty-four in my view, it is no doubt possible to create a
renowned public and private institutions sense of isolation and alienation with the use
of technological learning systems. Yet it is
affiliated with ME/U. Over the airwaves,
equally possible to energize and socialize the
delivering complete undergraduateexperience. Students may link toone another
andgraduate'degree programs, these Mind
through electronic mail—link with others
Extension affiliates fly by da y and by>night
having similar interests and learning styles
Finally, in our own state, the Governor's plan
and with their professors in a way that
for distance learning capabilities includes
every college and university, public and
private, every public school, every hospital
See "VP Butler," page 16.
and every state agency in Georgia. In short,
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Put Your Money Where Your Mouth Is:
Making Students Care About Class Performance
Dear Editor:

—

I recently reported grades for the students
enrolled in my Winter quarter classes. As usual, 1
was frustrated by the failure of a number of students
to achieve an acceptable level of performance.
Although students often seem to believe that
professors enjoy flunking them, 1 don't think that
many of us get much satisfaction from working with a
student for ten weeks only to have to report that
the student did not benefit to any significant extent
from our efforts. Although there are a variety of
reasons why students fail to succeed, it is my
impression that in many, if not most cases, students
are capable of doing well in a course but choose not
to do so. 1 bas e this interpretation on my
observation of the frequency with which students fail

to turn in assignments on time or at all, fail to attend
class regularly, fail to seek or follow the
recommendation of their advisor as to course
selection or load, fail to take advantage of extra
credit opportunities, fail to seek help when they are
in trouble, fail to ask questions when they don't
understand something, fail even to object to what
they believe to be incompetent teaching.
Such failures are a problem not just for the
student but for everyone in the state who helps
subsidize the cost of public higher education. As I'm
sure all your readers are aware, a substantial portion
of the cost of public higher education is subsidized by
the citizens of Georgia, with students paying only
one fourth of the cost of their education. Although

Please, Inkwell, Spell It Right.
Dear Editor:

^

many students at Armstrong find it difficult to
provide the financial resources to fund their
education here, I have nevertheless wondered on
occasion if failures like these are not sometimes a
result of the relatively inexpensive cost of courses at
public colleges and universities.
Is it possible that student performance could be
substantially improved by linking the cost of a
college education directly to each student's grades!
For example, suppose that students who earn a grade
of "D" in a course receive, along with their quarterly
grade report, a bill for half of the three-quarter
subsidy which the citizens of Georgia have provided
for the student's enrollment in the course. Suppose
that students who flunk a course be sent a bill for the
whole amount of the subsidy. The funds recovered
thereby might be returned in a correspondingly
proportional manner to students who earn grades of
"B" or "A".

It was nice of you to have published several articles which I se nt to you (e.g. my article on "Reactivate
Since every student at Armstrong is, in ef fect, on
the Armstrong International Club," Di. Vijay Kapur's International Forum lecture series article, and two
at least 75% scholarship, and since money is such a
articles about "Higher Education in Russia: Observations of an American College Administrator" written by
powerful incentive for many people, it is interesting
my former students in American Government class) for the April 1 issue of The Inkwell. Also let me extend
to contemplate a system which might simultaneously
my complimentary comment about the ingenious and creative editorial decision on the "April Fool's Day"
encourage greater effort from students as well a s
issue from pp. 1-12. I am sure it must be the center of the major campus talk by now.
provide a better return on the investment which all
Now I h ave to call to your special attention about the embarrassing "typographical errors" (I counted
Georgians make in the students at our public schools.
eight) on my submitted article on "Reactivate the Armstrong International Club" (p 14), submitted to your
Any takers?
newspaper, do not mind if it were two or three mistakes, but eight mistakes in short two-column articles
W. Keith Douglass
need an explanation on the part of the Editor. As a faculty, it really puts me into an embarrassing situation
Professor of Psychology
1 have enclosed my original typed version which was sent to you via Mr. Jeffrey DeLoach, a Political Science
senior and a staff writer of your paper. Please make a cross reference of the
content and notice such a discrepancy from my original article.
Apparently somebody really did a careless word-processing work without
Letter Policy Department
bothering to do a "spell-check" on the computer. Probably someone who typed
The Inkwell welcomes letters praising or criticizing the editorial opinions or pol.cies of thi
my article was under a time pressure to meet the "deadline." However, if t he
newspaper, Letters to the editor may be hand-written or typed (double spaced) and theyshouk
student newspaper is soliciting a faculty contribution, and publishes such a
*"7 ? T/
^eV may also be Emitted on 3.25" floppy disk, provided they an
W
r
ac
r
anc' cheY arc in MacWrite or Pagcmaker. Letters must be signet
careless product, it certainly will discourage the bona fide intention of the faculty
and
? | '
'i ,
'"
3 Va ' ma'
a(Hress for verification, but names will be withheld upon request
TL
;
,
"
,?
members thinking about contributing articles in the future. It also will not
c toedit letters for style or content. Please address letters to Shelle
Carroll T J"TTTi
improve the quality of The Inkwell either. Anyway the damage is done already.
Canoll Inkwell 1 1935 Abercorn Street, Savannah, Georgia, 31419.
I am so embarrassed about the article. In fact, because of it, I h ave decided to
submissi
A a so wc c°rncs guest edtrorials. They must be submitted one week priori
write a "letter to the editor" indicating about this problem. Would you look into
submission deadline, and it must meet the approval of the Editorial Board.
this matter and respond to me as to how to alleviate (or do a damage control)
this problem? I am afraid that I m ight become a center of ridicule among some
Circulation Department
faculty members; I am very sensitive about this sort of possibility caused by sloppy
distribution bo IStrlbutec^on Wednesdays five times a quarter. Copies may be obtained in the
typings done by someone in your office. First, I th ought it was one of those
m
g mt 1 A"
c Ha"' S°lmS Ha"'th£ Cafeteria the Fine Arts Building, the
"April Fool" pranks, but the ramification is different now.
bUl ding Gamble Ha
La

AT

Perhaps a brief statement in the form of a "content correction" in your next
publication might be in order.
Sincerely yours,
Dr. Steve Y. Rhee
Director, Office of International Programs and Activities
and Professor of Political Science

Advertising Department
The Inkwell s national advertising rates are as
follows:

The Inkwell would like to take this opportunity to formally apologize to Dr. Rhee for
any embarrassment or inconvenience that our mistakes may have caused. Our only
excuse is th at with the amount of information that we process for each issue, something
is bound to slip past us.
In an effort to compensate for our shortcomings, we have re/minted the article in
question, "Reactivate the Armstrong International Club," on page 2 of this issue

ITcZlami
'
«.
- Library, and Victor Hall.
C °u • omedc'ivery (through the mail, actually) for the paltry sum of
$5 a quarter Please
lnquir'es c°:Shelley Carroll, The Inkwell, U935 Abercorn Street
Sava^mafo Georgb^3t<H9

$ 7.50 per column inch
Discounts are available.
Call (912) 927-5351 for more information.
Insertion Rates: $75 per 1000
1000 minimum; 2500 maximum. Nobarterin'.

We

hope that this gesture will suffice. As always, we appreciate and encourage any outside
observations or criticisms and again, we apologize.

is a student Dubbrarinr, ^
^ acac'cm'c quarter, bi-weekly on alternate Wednesdays,
nccessari'y reflect the views or opinions of the faculty,
administration the Univ
°QS
KC UniVCrS,ty System
Georgia, or the Board of Regents.
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Guest Editorial: Absudity in America
An Opinion on the Doctrine of Political Correctness
By Randy Ball
Gwst Columnist
At the risk of being forced to attend a
bogus "sensitivity class," I would like to
address the growing trend toward political
correctness in this country. An example of
the absurdity behind such doctrine is the
recent incident at ahigh school in Vermont;
a Jewish student got the administration to
force classmates to stop singing Christmas
carols in the halls and wearing Santa caps
because they remind ed her of Christmas.
The thought police have definitely
been thriving on college campuses
throughout the United States, from the
rise of required multiculturalism studies to
attacks on free speech to sensitivity classes
for whites, for males, for anyone who fails
to obey the c ommands of the PC crowd.
Several universities also have blatantly
unfair poli cies on striving for "diversity."
According to Harvard professor Charles
Willie, scho ols should aim for diversity
evenat the expense ofacademic excellence.

In other words a minority of average
intelligence would be given higher priori ty
than an above-average student of nonminority status.
- T he PC disease is spreading into the
workplace in the form of "diversity
management," a move to promote more
minorities and women at the expense
primarily of the white male worker.
Who is responsible for transmitting
political correctness? The media is, for
one. Last year, as a member of the South
Carolina Press Association, I attended a
conference where one of the seminars
involved how to portray women and
minorities in a "sensitive manner." One
man showed us a newspaper from Florence
and complained about the photograph on
the front age, which featured a whi tewoman
pushing a baby carriage down the street.
The man asked us why the newspaper could
not have found a black family to portray on
the front page. He did not accept the fact
that onthatparticularday the photographer
happened to come across this real-life

Clintons in Hot Water?
By Shelley Carroll
Editor-in-Chief
1 w as amused at first with all of the
Whitewaterallegations. Finally,! thought,
the Clinto ns will get what's coming to
them — but in the past few weeks, the
humor has faded an d the serious irony of
the situation has set in.
What happens if they are guilty? What
if the young, foolish voters of this country
elected a criminal?
If Bill Clinton is implicated in the
Whitewater affair, this nation will suffer a
serious loss of morale and respectability.
Hopefully, if these Whitewatergate
allegations are true, the representatives of
this na tion will have enough sense to
impeach the president. Regardless of his
guilt, how ever, the seeds of doubt have
already been pl anted.
While admittedly I h ave never cared
for Bill Clinton or his policies, it is
distressing to think that our president could
have so many skeletons in his closet. First
came the Flowers incident, the draftdodging episode, then allegations of
Clinton's mismanagement of the Arkansas
State Troopers to hide other extramarital
affairs, and finally Whitewatergate.
Republicans c ould not have invented a
better past for the president if they had
tried. The country, obsessed with sex,
ignored the fact that Clinton appeared to
be a playboy. Americans are not upset by
promiscuity or unfaithfulness— but when
it comes down to money, we are much
more sensitive.
Still, in my opinion, Clinton's
extramarital activities are embarrassing.
When wearechildren, we tend toplaceour
presidentson a pedestal, butitisdifficult to

do that with such an untrustworthy person.
At a time when families and schools are
desperate to teach children the importance
of safe sex and family values, the president
is out running around with trashy women.
Should we teach our children to respect
this man? American children have enough
bad role models to look up to without
having a morally vacuous president to
emulate. After all, Michael Jackson and
Michael Jordan have toppled from the role
model pedestal as a result of child
molestation and gambling charges,
respectively.
Bill "Bubba" Clinton's greatest
accompl ishments in 1ife have been dodging
the draft and turning a mediocre law career
into a winning presidential campaign.
While winning the presidency is a
tremendous feat, a successful law career
and triumphant presidential campaign do
not necessarily earn or deserve respect.
And dodging the draft during the Vietnam
years certainly does not deserve respect
(Oh by the way! Someone threw a beer
at Bill Clinton when he was out jogging to
McDonald's last week— but don't worry.
It was a draft—he dodged it!). We teach

our children to grow into respectable,
successful adults, but not at the expense of
morals or laws. Success isn'tdeserved when
you must step on others to get it.
All in all, it seems to me that the
Clintonsareinhotwater—andtheirimages
are tarnishing quickly. With all of the
allegations to pop up in th
e past few months,
it will take a brilliant miracle-working
public relations expert to get the Clintons
out of this one. Regardless, I hope
Americans learn a valuable lesson from all
of this— it would be unwise to re-elect
Slick Willie in 1996.

situation and merely captured it on film
No, he had to call the photographer a
racist, and only because this individual had
photographed a white family.
In 'The Guidelines on Ethnic, Racial,
Sexual, and Other Identification" from the
Los Angeles Times, there is a list of words
that should be banned from the paper,
including "babe, bra-burner, co-ed,
divorcee, gal, male nurse, mailman,
manmade, Chinese fire drill, Dutch treat,
ghetto, Hispanic, inner city, powwow,
WASP, welsher, deaf, handicapped, lame,
admitted homosexual, normal, and queer."
Some of these terms DO deserve to be on
this list, but certainly not all of them. You
decide.
We all risk coming under fire from the
PC crowd. Whoopi Goldberg is one of the
latest celebrities to be attacked by the
thought police after her former lover Ted
Danson's blackface routine at the Friars
Club and the outrage of her alleged antiSemitic recipe for chicken. She is still a
liberal, but perhaps she isstarting to see the
light: "Our sense of humor is disappearing
in this country, and it's scary. And what's

really scary is this political correctness thing.
People are slowly losing their ability to
listen and make judgements for
themselves... Political correctness is a lie.
It means I'm going to tell you things I don't
believe because 1 think that's what you
want to hear." Or, as she told Jay Lcno,
"Political correctness is a pile of 'doggiedoo.'"
Whoopi, however, is not the only one.
Mel Gibson has been furiously attacked for
his sensible pro-life views and his refusal to
condone homosexuality. SaysGibson, "I'd
rather be a big mouth than politically
correct. There's a kind of phobia about
saying anything now... Politically correct
is just another word for suppression and
Nazism."
Charlton Heston has come under fire
(pardon the pun) for his anti-gun control
stance— as has Tom Selleck for his
conservative views. But for every Whoopi
Goldberg and Mel Gibson, there arc a
hundred Barbara Strcisands in Hollywood.
The outspoken few, however, certainly
have a chance to "raise awareness," to use
a liberal phrase, of the growing threat from
the politically correct. PC is no myth, and
it should not be treated as such.

Student Government
Senate Seats Still Available:

1 Freshman Seat
2 Sophomore Seats
4 Arts and Sciences Seats
8 Health Professions Seats
and
1 Education Seat
Apply in the Student Activities Offict
by April 14th at 8:00 P.M. A
mandatory Candidtaes meeting will

be held on April 15 at 12:00 P.M. in
Room 204 of MCC..
Call 927-5300 for information.
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People and Places: The Dauphin Pierre Bonifay, and
What It Has Got to do with Spring
By Aurelia Roth

Staff Writer

After socializing in the parlor, which looks much *'s ^ everything to do with Spring!
Spring in Savannah is like an illicit love affair:
like it looked in the 30s, with twin fireplaces, a
, By the way, 1 got a letter from an o d ski-buddy
torrid and intense, but short and overshadowed by its
chandelierandlacecurtainsinplacc.theadventurous
o
minew otsrunning is°wns isc oolnow.inthe
inevitable, melancholy end.
The billowing blooms of azaleas, dagwood and ones of our group made it over to a little coffee house, Nock mountains of Austria sCarinthia, saying that
's town vVng or t c
ege o conducting the
wisteria are wilting fast and we can't help but realize diagonally across from the DeSoto Hilton, where we
r?.^>1C
ir*ter
ameso
had
some
scrumptious
desserts,
complete
with
a
^
. it comes through,
|
that the temperatures soon will climb into the late
w
ta
e
ace
'
P
practica y e ind his house. You
80s, the gnats will get worse, and the air will lose its surprisingly competent hot chocolate and other
may want to start
delicious crispiness. Spring is not going to
practicing
the
linger! And that's enough reason for a
city
name's
traditional city like Savannah to get on the
pronunciation;
way with executing her annual seasonal
it's:
Bad
activities. A good one is theGardenClub's
Kleinkirchheim.
Spring Tour of Gardens.
But back to
Ah! Bless the well-coiffured ladies who
our
region!
can still wallow in beauty and grace and —
One other
what's more— let the less-organized souls
trad
itional
Spring
partake of it! What a wonderful way for an
event
is
the
ordinary person like me to traipse through
annual Family
those fine ladies' properties and forget
Circle
Magazine
about the work that my own skimpy yard
Tennis
Cup in
needs (I wouldn't dare call it a garden!) So
Hilton Head
what, if I have to make "proper ladiesIsland.
The
conversation," ooh and aah at the right
weather
has
been
places, and treat the Dauphin Pierre
so favorable, it
Bonifay like a person? The knowledge of
has
been
actively appreciating beauty will do wonders
downright pretty
for Spring-induced passivity.
But then again, they might make me
—unlike, I might
sipaftcrnoon tea, while my system is craving
add, the faces of
"mon cafcdu matin"; and besides, my spring
the young female
hat is still at the cleaners.
players. P-lll1 better stick with ordinary things. If1 don't work
ease! Somebody,
in the yard —after all, what are men for, anyway?— speciality coffees. Next time I get there, I have to ask tell me, when can you bepretty ifnotinyouryouth?
1 can always dive into Spring cleaning; n'est-ce pas? the owner how he got the inspiration for presenting Is it the sport of tennis that renders these young
But what has Spring got to do with it anyway?—Not Austrian specialties, such as Sachertorte and females so frumpy ?I know, it's got nothing todo with
much; so I'll do it some other time!
Linzertorte, and the almost European flair of the Spring.
Come to think of it— it felt like Spring,
little sidewalk cacrivo
tables miu
and chairs.
It wab
was inen
then Still
still a
The question of uugly
uiduj. il
&ly versus
vci&u:> ppretty
rcn.y faces
idccs is,
«, of
when the History Honor Society made its Winter little too cool to sit outside, but with Spring having course, in the end, downright unimportant. If one isa
quarter excursion to the Flannery O'Connor House, descended upon us by now, the time is perfect to Pa'd mdlionsofdollars, it's generally not the face one
downtown, onEast Charlton Street, a few weeks ago. check out those littlesidewalkcafesdowntown. And ^ets Pa^ ^or- And the impact one can have with a
It was a Sunday afternoon, when we, the members of what has Spring got to do with it? A lot!
downright ordinary face is best exemplified by the
Phi Alpha Theta, stood on the little porch and
Be grateful for it!
world-wide fame of the Mona Lisa. Likewise, there
vvere
looked across the square to St. John's Cathedral, and
American Northerners and Middle Europeans
legendary women in the past, who were capable
Spring was just a faint idea.
arc by far not as lucky with the weather as we are; of forever captivating men.
The Flannery O'Connor House has a special they are just about now starting to peel themselves
Theoften mentioned female writer, George Sand,
significance for ASC. In 1989, Dr. Brown from the out of their winter coats and catch the first warm rays was no beauty. But at one time romping around with
English Department, together with other colleagues of the sun. (A kind of a setback occurred on Easter ber lover Frederic Chopin in a monastery in Rapallo,
of his, purchased the house, in which the Savannah- Sunday in Vienna when it snowed.) But while city
sbe was also bewitching her French colleague/
born writer lived in her childhood, for the specific folks
,U
ver
bravely
stream
into
the
o s hmvMv
" parks, trying to sun l°
Alfred de Musset. With him,she played in the
purpose of maintaining it as a memorial. But just as themselves on benches, mountain people of the golden city of Venice, occupying the castle of
important is its function as a lively literary center for higher elevations are still thickly impeded in snow. Dandolo, which is now a part of the luxurious Hotel
the city. Already, from October through May,
But if you know where to go —think in heights Danieli on the Canale Grande. From its sumptuous
readings, films, lectures and seminars are held about of about 10,000 feet or more— you can acquaint
with muraled
walls, guaeu
gilded ceilings,
yuu wn acquaint rooms,complete wirn
muratea watts,
Flannery O'Connor, who won the O'Henry Award yourself with a particular Alpine phenomenon, the and Murano chandeliers, lovers of the world can
..
(tvkU|
ivy
V
w
vyi
uiv " ~
u UV
qt —or
or cnn..,
I^ is 1built
.1 from
/.1
.
.
.
for best short story of the year three times. But other Srhnoc
Schnec R
Bar
snow bar. It
snow
watch the sun set gloriously over the lagoon. If it is
Southern writers are also thought of and included in packed into the shape and size of a "real" one, just as
Spring, it is even more breath-taking. Under those
the literary activities.
slippery and smooth, and stocked with the various circumstances, it's got everything to do with it!
In fact, the House will have aspecial presentation
.quids by pushing its containers into sculptured
If I haven't elaborated on the Dauphin Pierre
ready for the Olympic year, 1996, in which three holes. And no, there is no need for extra ice cubes
Bonifay, it's because I d on't know much about him,
other famous Southern writers, Conrad Aiken, James
On a pretty day, you can loll about the Schnee other than that he is the poodle of one of the former
A lan McPhcrson and Julian Green, who iswriting, in Bar, sipping a "ski water," -the house drink-, and
of Lll
thcodVdnndROarQCnv^<LUlJ.
e Savannah Garden Club. He probably
oninv rh#*
C
t
, diiu ^presidentsoul
French, for the Academic Francaise, will share the
a
W
tC
w
j
.
i^ ^
, ' ' listening snowscape
ouldn t get along with my cat apyway; her name is
spotlight with Flannery O'Connor.
u c er a crisp, blue sky. There is nothing like it; and Peanuts.
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Recognizing and Reducing Stress
By Krista Aliffi

Staff Writer
We all know t hat caring is both a traditional as well
as a contemporary value in nursing, and yet how many of
us are as good at caring for ourselves emotionally as we are
atmeeting the needs ofothers? It's time the ethic of caring
was expanded to include caring for the caregiver. Before
you care for others, you must first know how to care for
yourself.
11 is important tha tnursing students learn to recognize
and respond t o their own stress signals. That headache
behind your left eye, the stiff neck, the quivering handsare all signals that stress is setting in. These signals are
probably an indication that you may not be coping
effectively with stress .
Although stress may always exist throughout ones
career, the way in which nursing students learn to manage
and cope with stressat this point in their careers may make
a profound difference in whether they succeed or not. By
learning to cope adequately now, nursing students as
adults also have a unique opportunity to take personal
action to improve their physical heal th and prevent illnesses
associated with stress.
Recent findings in the field of immunology indicates
bat in the face of significant or uncontrollable stress a
process o f a ltered immune function may occur. Stress
itself has been implicated in a variety of conditions
including imm unosuppression, dermatologic responses,
rheumatoid arthritis, depression, and even cancer. The
relationships t hat have been drawn between stress, the
immune system, an d the progression to a diseased state
leads he alth care workers to believe that preventive
measures are critical in the prevention of the diseases
previously men tioned.

There are several strategies that can foster a more
resilient immune system. First, the intake of vitamins and
minerals such as B6, B12, folic acid, iron, and zinc are
crucial to produce an immune system that functions
effectively. In terms of diet and nutrition, avoidance of
fatty foods, especially saturated fats, may certainly decrease
the risk for cardiovascular disease. Of course we have all
heard the recommendations onsmoking and exercise, but
they are so heavily indicated as culprits of increased stress
that it is important to mention them here as well. Smoking
diminishes the levels of certain immune cells, as does
heavy alcohol intake, and in effect renders the body
susceptible to disease. Exercise, especially aerobic, not
only helps to diffuse stress, butals
ostimulates the production
of immune boosters.
Nursing students, as most will agree, do endure high
levels of stress throughout their educational and clinical
experiences. Here are some simple tips for managing
stress:
1. Learn to manage and cope with stress. Ignoring
stress or pretending it isn't real doesn't help, but finding
a solution does.
2. Alter your perspective. You will see things
differendy if you can step back from what's happening and
try looking in from the outside.
3. Learn how to read the stress signals that were
mentioned previously.
4. Change what you can. Make a list of all the
functions you perform dai lyand all the people you interact
with. Circle the ones that add the most stress to your life
and do
what you can to change and improve
communications in those areas.
In short, it is ultimately the individuals prerogative as
to how he \ h
s e copes with stress. Hopefully by reading this
information it will remind those of us who are entering
fields where stress isevident,
that the way in which one
copes with stress will impact
on both job performance and
more seriously on physical
and mental health.
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The Armstrong State
College Student
Government
Association is looking
for Health
Professions students
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majors in the Student
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ATTENTION ALL
NURSING AND
PRE-NURSING
MAJORS!
The National
Student Nurses
Association will hold
it's 42nd Annual
Convention April
20-24 in
Philadelphia, PA.
You are invited to
represent ASC's
chapter of GANS!
For details contact
Michelle Aliffi or
Delores Womack in
the Nursing
Department.
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Activities Office in MCC by
this time. A mandatory
candidates meeting will be
held at April 15,12:00
P.M., Room 204. Special
Elections will be held April
25 th, & 26 th in the MCC
lobby.
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Film Scapes
pleased that they were nominated for Best Actor and Best
Supporting Actor, respectively. Maybe next time they 11

fare better.
The screenplay is based on actual events, as related by
a Holocaust survivor to Thomas Keneally in 1982. This
fact-based film is, consequently, a hard movie to sit still
and watch. You'll see what I m ean. But leave the kids at
home, okay? The R rating was for thegraphic violence and
the nudity, but these are mild compared to the sheer
obscenity of the incinerator smokestacks at Auschwitz,
spewing human ashes forth like snow...

The Piano

By Jay re Lee
Staff Writer
Hey, hey folks, here we go with some award-winning
features held over for your viewing pleasure! I've also got
the goods on some of the new cinematic offerings. See ya
at the movies!
Schindler's List
Cast: Liam Neeson, BenKingsley .Ralph Fiennes, Caroline
Goodall,Jonathan Sagalle, Embeth Davidtz
Director: Steven Spielberg
During the early 1940's, two men had a lasting i mpact
on the Jewish race. The one mentioned by all the history
textbooks is Adolf Hitler, a warped genius bent on anni
hilating all Jewsfrom Europe. Although he is never shown
in this film, the effects of his rule are omnipresent.
The less-familiar man who left his mark onthe Jewish
race is Oskar Schindler (Liam Neeson), a German Catho
lic. At first sight, this handsome and smooth charmer is
busily constructing his network of contacts within the
German military, posing for photos, regaling the brass
with drinks, women, and other forms of entertainment.
Why? He wants to take advantage of this wartime oppor
tunity to obtain his fortune by becoming a military con
tractor.
After his military network has been established,
Schindler goes to Krakow to speak with Itzhak Stern (Ben
Kingsley), the former accountant of a closed kitchenware
factory. Schindler tells him that he hasn't any funds and
needs the wealthy Jews living in the Krakow Ghetto to
finance his purchase of the factory. They finally agree and
the Deutsche Emailwarenfabrik begins operation.
Schindler chooses to hire only Jewish workers, because
they are cheaper than the Poles and their wages are paid
directly to the SS commandant. Stern, as his man in
charge of hiring, prepares forged papers which enable
several hundred Ghetto inhabitants to become "essential"
workers.
Gradually, Oskar Schindler's viewpoint is altered.
The random shootings are taking a toll on his workers; he
also becomes aware that the Jews view his factory as a
refuge from the tyranny of the German troops. The
change in Schindler's outlook is such that he manages to
ingeniously convince Lt. Amon Goeth (Ralph Fiennes),
theKommandantof the nearby Plaszowforced-laborcamp,
to desist his arbitrary killing sprees. Schindler has begun
to live a double life, deliberately trying to save those Jews
that work in his factory while still convincing the Ger
mans of his loyalty to the Nazi motherland.
It's a real shame that Liam Neeson and Ralph Fiennes
didn't win Oscars for their performances. Still, I'm q uite

Cast: Holly Hunter, Harvey Keitel, Sam Neill, Anna
Paquin
Director: Jane Campion
This inspiring love story is set in 19th century New
Zealand. Ada (Holly Hunter) is a mute woman who uses
sign language and the written word to communicate; she
has not spoken since she was six years old. Her father has
just arranged for her to marry a man she has never before
met (Sam Neill). She and her daughter, Flora (Anna
Paquin) travel by boat to the man's home in New Zealand,
bringing with them only their clothes and one prized
possession: Ada's piano. The boatmen deposit them and
their goods on the beach and then leave.
Sometime later, the husband and his men, including
George Baines (Harvey Keitel), arrive to escort them to
his home. To Ada's dismay, they leave her piano, still
crated, on the shore. Then the rains come. When the
husband leaves for a business trip, Ada and Flora go to
Baines' home and convince him to lead them back to the
beach so that Ada can check on her piano. While her
child cavorts along the edges of the tide, Ada plays the
i nstrument and Baines wi tnesses the transforma tion of the
somber lady into a passionate and sensual woman. He is
enthralled by Ada.
Later, Baines approaches Ada's husband and offers
him several acres of land. In return, all he wants is the
piano. The husband agrees and even offers to have Ada
come and teach him how to play the instrument. Ada,
when informed of the deal, becomes infuriated but is
forced to comply.
When Ada and Flora go to Baines' house to give him
piano lessons, Ada's intent is to have Flora teach him the
scales. Then they discover that the man has had the piano
tuned so that its voice rings true again. Baines' kind and
thoughtful gesture not only dissolved her anger, but also
opened her eyes to him. Now, if only he can convince her
to surrender her heart...
Holly Hunter is absolutely deserving of her Best
Actress Oscar. Her performance is incredibly moving! As
a woman who is unable to speak, Hunter is remarkably
articulate with her eyes and her body language. In addi
tion, she had wanted this role so much that when she
received it, she poured every ounce of her energy into her
character.
The R rating is present because of the volume of flesh
shown in this film. Although our Puritan forefathers view
the naked body with the stigma of indecency, not all
cultures are so biased. The nude scenes here are shown
from the perspective of an honest and uncensored eye. In
other words, "naked" doesn't translate into "sleaze" in this
glorious film. If you're hungry for a romantic love story,
The Piano offers a s plendid repast!
What's Eating Gilbert Grape

Cast: Johnny Depp, Leonardo DiCaprio, Juliette Lewis,
Darlene Cates, Crispin Glover, John C. Reilly, Ma ry
Steenburgen
Director: Lasse Hallstrom
At the start of this story, Arnie Grape (Leonardo
DiCaprio) and his older brother Gilbert (Johnny Depp)
are partaking in one of their favorite seasonal pastimes:
standing along the main road in Endura, watching the
passage of mobile trailers and RV's bound for more excit
ing places in North America. Arnie is mentally retarded
and, although he is about to turn 18, his actions and words
bespeak someone much younger. Gilbert, somewhere in
his early 20's, is the main caretaker of Arnie.
In fact, Gilbert is the main caretaker of his entire
family, except for an older brother who had already left
Endura before the father committed suicide in the ba se
ment. Thateventoccurredsevenlongyearsago. Afterthe
father's death, Gilbert's mom, Bonnie (Darlene Cates),
essentially stopped living but kept eating. She stayed in
the living room, never leaving the house, never goin g
upstairs to their bedroom, becoming the neighborhood
freak. In addition to caring for his vegetative mother and
retarded younger brother, Gilbert has two younger sisters
still at home.
Gilbert is trapped by this situation in a dead-end job
as a delivery man for the local grocer. One of his custom
ers, Mrs. Betty Carver (Mary Steenburgen) is especially
fond of Gilbert's deliveries. (Who wouldn't be?) Gilbert
has two friends to help him stay sane: Tucker (John C.
Reilly), a general handyman awaiting biggeropportunities
when the Burger Barn franchise hits town; and Bob
(Crispin Glover), the son and assistant of the town mor
tician. Yes, Gilbert's life is in pretty much of a rut...until
Becky (Juliette Lewis) and her grandma come to Endura
for a week. Not voluntarily, mind you. The truck pulling
their camper has developed an engine malfunction and
the repair part has to be ordered. Does Becky help Gilbert
regain some of his youthful enthusiasm for life? Do Mrs.
Carver and Gilbert get caught? Does Bonnie ever recover
from the loss of herhusband? See the movie and find out!
Rated PG-13, the story is told beautifully, the characters
are fully developed, and there is no nudity or gore.
Especially keep your eye on DiCaprio: for a young man of
18, he was truly deserving of his Oscar bid for Best
Supporting Actor.
The Paper
Cast: M ichael Keaton, Marisa Tomei, Glenn Close, Randy
Quaid, Robert Duvall, Spalding Gray, Jason Alexander
Director: Ron Howard
The Hackett's, Henry (Michael Keaton) and Martha
(Marisa Tomei), are expecting their first child any day
now. He is still a reporter at The New York Sun; she was,
too, until just recently. On the morning of the day encom
passed by this film, he goes to the office to find that the
rival paper had beat them to the story about the two
Arizona businessmen slain in Williamsburg. Henry also
finds MacDougal (Randy Quaid) sacked out on his couch
with a gun stuck in his pants; MacDougal isconvinced that
a city employee named Sandusky is after him.
The frantic morning pace continues. At a group
meeting, the edi tor, Bernie (Robert Duvall), wishes Henry
luck on his interview with the rival paper scheduled for
later that day. The managing editor, Alicia (Glenn
Close), exercises control and keeps her mouth shut, but it s
obvious that she has a rivalry with Henry.

Henry's in terview with Paul (Spalding Gray), the
editor of The Sentinel, goes well... until Paul takes a jab at
"that cute little paper" for which Henry currently writes.
Well, fine. When Paul turns his back for amoment, Henry
sneaks a peek at the notes on his desk about the
Williamsburg case. Knowing a story when he sees one,
Henry gets folks at The Sun working on his clue; even
Martha helps out by checking with one of her contacts in
the Justice Department. Meanwhile, the deadline is fast
approaching, th eir contacts aren't willing to go "on the
record,"he'sduefora dinner date with his parents, and the
stress keeps escalating...
With such a well-seasoned cast, you expect good
things with this film. The timing is certainly right on the
money, the sto ry is exciting, the dialogue is true...but it
sure does make you wonder just what all the fuss is about.
As Close's persona states, the paper "only has to be right
for a day." Really makes you wonder about the validity of
the editorials if the actual articles are treated so cava
lierlyRated R f or Raunchy language and some violence.
This one is definitely aimed at the legal-age crowd, so
leave the kids home this time...or drop them off for
another feature at the multiplex.

D2 The Mighty Ducks
Cast: Emilio Estevez, Michael Tucker, Jan Rubes, Kathryn
Erbe, Matt
Doherty, Garrett Henson, Ty O'Neal
Director: Sam Weisman
When Gordon Bombay (Emilio Estevez) gets a seriousknee injury in a minor league hockey game, he ends up
out of play and on a bus back to Minnesota. Jan (Jan
Rubes) tries to convince him to coach Team USA (aka
the Mighty Duc ks plus extras) for the upcoming Junior
Goodwill Games. Bombay resists, but finally agrees when
DonTibbles (MichaelTucker) of Hendrix Hockey Supply
offers him a commercial contract with a hefty monetary
bonus. Hey, how could Bombay possibly resist?
The Mighty Ducks are thrilled to be reunited with
their beloved coach. (The Ducks are Charlie, Averman,
Jesse, Donnie, Guy, Fulton, Goldberg and Geek.) After
all, Bombay is the guy who believes in team fun as well as
hard work! Together, they travel to Anaheim (home of
the REAL Mighty Ducks) where they meet the new
additions: Duane the cowboy, Luis the unstoppable, Julie
"the cat," Ken Woo the Olympic skater, and a bullying
"enforcer." The team also picks up a tutor, Michele
McKay (Kath ryn Erbe) as well as completely new uni
forms, sans Ducks' colors and logo.
Truth to tell, the players in Team USA are regarded
as the favorites to win the Games. Their only real rivals are
the Iceland Vikings ("they're bigger, stronger, faster, and
they have more facial hair" laments a Duck). The Vikings
are coached by Wolf Stansson, a sadistic ex-pro hockey
player.
Well, things are okay...as long as Team USA are
winning. Coach Bombay is pleased, the Hendrix Hockey
ispleased, all is well. Then Team USA loses one game and,
suddenly, their new-and-improved coach with the Gor
don Gekko" look is working them overtime and talking to
them like they're scum. Even worse, twoof the players spot
him having ice cream with the Vikings' female team
leader. What's up with that? Has their coach succumbed
to the wiles of crass commercialism and Icelandic woman
hood? Should they pay any heed to him any more? Should
they even try to win the Games? Stay tuned for a grand
finish to this tale...
This film is rated only PG. You know what that
means, right? You can take anyone, ofany age, with you for
an aftern oon or evening of merriment! Cool, eh? 1
thought so!

Monkey Trouble

Lightning Jack

Cast: Thora Birch, Harvey Keitel, Mimi Rogers, Christo
pher McDonald, Kevin Scannell
Director: Franco Amurri

Cast: Paul Hogan, Cuba Gooding, Jr., Pat Hingle, Beverly
D'Angelo,
Kamala Dawson
Director: Simon Wincer

Eva (Thora Birch of Hocus Pocus) desperately wants
a pet, especially a furry animal, but her stepdad (Christo
pher McDonald of Rising Sun) is allergic to pet hair. Her
mom (Mimi Rogers) adds that Eva is too irresponsible;
after all, if t he girl won't even help take care of her baby
brother, Jack, then why would she be willing to care for a
pet? Eva's dad (Kevin Scannell), an airline pilot who is
frequently out of town, agrees with her mom.
Well , one day Eva is walking home through the park
when an adorable monkey with a little red cap drops down
from a tree and proceeds to become herfriend. She names
him Dodger (because he likes her ballcap) and manages to
sneak him home. He isn't house-trained, so she adapts the
method used by her mom to toilet-train Jack. Eva also
becomes more responsible: she cleans her room without a
fuss, she gets herself up in the morning, she willingly skips
herfavoriteTV showinfavor ofdoing her homework. Her
folks are gQ. pleased (even though her stepdad sure is
sneezing a lot lately)!
Life is pretty good. Eva even manages to have her
dad's beach house for a weekend. What bliss! No need to
hide Dodger from her unsuspecting parents! While there,
she finds that Dodger is an adept pickpocket and thief.
How can she break him of that nasty habit? Then, on the
boardwalk, a blast from Dodger's past, staring her in the
face! Azro (Harvey Keitel) is a Gypsy with uneven,
blackened teeth and a strange accent, demanding the
return of his monkey, Fingers. Whatcanshedo? Howcan
she keep her beloved pet and companion?
This film is rated only PG, so the whole family can
partake of its pleasures! Scheduled in three locations
around town, it's sure to be showing in a multiplex in your
neighborhood. Have a little popcorn and a whole lotta
fun!

Lightning Jack Kane (Paul Hogan) rides into Junc
tion City with the Younger brothers to rob a bank; he's the
only one to make it out of town alive when the towns
people ambush the group. The next day, he gets someone
to scan the paper for news of his exploits. None! What he
finds is word that Marshall Kurtz (Pat Hingle) regards him
asanon-menacetosociety. Ouch! How can he send that
to the folks back home in Australia?
You see, Lightning Jack came ot the wild, wild Ameri
can West to become a legend. That was ten years ago. He
keeps trying to become infamous and he keeps getting bad
press. In a botched bank robbery attempt, he takes a
hostage, Ben Doyle (Cuba Gooding, Jr.), a mute salesclerk. They ride out into the desert to escape the posse.
Then, when Jack tries to ditch his hostage, Ben writes that
he wants to become an outlaw, too. (Yes, Jack can read,
but he must wear glasses...not quite an "outlaw" image,
eh?)
Initially, Jack is reluctant, but when the kid shows up
and saves him from an ambush, Jack relents. He teaches
him to shoot, gets him a horse and a ha
t, and even tells him
how to make love to a woman. (Beverly D'Angelo is a
saloon hostess and Jack's long-time lover; her associate,
Kamala Dawson, is the lucky one who introduces Ben
Doyle to joys of women's company.) The pair become
inseparable...but can they hit the big-time?
Gooding is the perfect straight man for Hogan. Their
work "clicks" like that done years ago by Gene Wilder and
Richard Pryor. Rated pg-13, this film is tame and humor
ous, so take the kids with you for a care-free afternoon (or
evening) of fun!
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Pirates Baseball Ranked 6th in Nation with 30—7 Season
The Armstrong State baseball Pirates, ranked sixth in NCAA II in the latest Collegiate Baseball poll, have
posted a 30-7 record through games of April 5th.
Augusta 11
ASC 10 Augusta College scored two runs in the bottom of the ninth to take an 11-10 win
over ASC in Peach Belt Athletic Conference play.
Jay Sheppard, Deron Spink, Dave McLaughlin and Matt
Chambers had two hits each for the Pirates. McLaughlin and Scott
DeHaven homered for ASC.
ASC 15-3

Augusta 13-8

ASC rallied from a 13-5 deficit to take a 15-13 win in ten
innings in the first game of a doubleheader with Augusta, but the
Jaguars captured an 8-3 decision in game two to take the series from
the Pirates.
Deron Spink and Dave McLaughlin had four hits each for
ASC in the first game. The Bucs hit six home runs in the game,
including two by senior Tony Kunka.
ASC 11

Newberry 2

Armstrong State pounded Newberry 11-2 behind Dave
McLaughlin's three hits and six runs batted in.
ASC 11-4

Georgia College 0-1

The Pirates swept Georgia College as the ASC pitching staff
allowed only one run in sixteen innings.
Chris Tidwell pitched eight shutout innings in game one Chris Tidwell was named the Peach Belt Athletic
and Tony Kunka six scoreless frames in game two for ASC.
Conference (PBAC) Pitcher of the Week on April 4,
Georgia College 2

ASC 0

GC's Steve Shimp twirled a two-hit shutout in preventing
the Pirates from gaining a sweep of the Colonials.
ASC 5

1994. Tidwell received the award for his com plete
game three hit shutout of Columbus. He struck out
ten and walked two in running his record to 6—0.
Tidwell was also named PBAC Pitcher of t he Week
on February 14th.

North Florida 2

The Pirates got two home runs from Dave
McLaughlin and seven shutout innings from Clint
*3si Brooks in beating the 20th ranked Ospreys on their
Chris Tidwell prepares to throw a pitch in borne field.
his 2—0 victory over Columbus, bringing
Brooks struck out 11 and allowed only three hits in
his season record to 6 —0.
gaining his fourth win of the year.
ASC 2

Columbus 0

Chris Tidwell ran his record to 6-0 with a nine inning,
three-hit shutout of Columbus.
Tony Kunka's two sacrifice flies scored John Wilson
to provide both Pirate runs.
Columbus 8-3

ASC 4-2

Columbus Cougars took a pair from ASC with an 84 and 3-2 sweep.
Tony Kunka had three hits and three RBI, including
a home run in game one for ASC.
Kunka started game two and allowed three runs in the
first inning before settling down and holding Columbus
scoreless the rest of the way. But the Pirates could muster
only two runs themselves in dropping the game.
ASC 13

Savannah State 3

Shortstop Jay Sheppard meets Qarland Trimble after a catch in left field•

The Pirates swept the season series for SSC with a 13-3 win.
Clint Brooks gained his fifth win of the year and Scott DeHavei
had three hits to pace ASC.
ASC first ba seman Deron Spink recently tied
the NCAA Division II recor d for most times
being hit by a pitch. Spink has b een plunked
twenty times in the Pirates' first 38 games.

Women's Tennis Team Ranked 10th in NCAA—II
The ASC women's tennis team, ranked 10th in NCAA Division II, has posted a 12-3 record in
matches played through April 6th.
The Pirates have beaten Division I Coastal Carolina and Charleston Southern and knocked off D
H's eighth ranked team, Rollins.
Sophomore Regina Wieser has led the Pirates from her number one singles position, compiling
a 23-3 overall record.
Close behind are Cheri Ward, 22-5; Ilka Mathiak, 15-2; Silke Krafft,13-2 and Gabi Hauck with
an 18-6 season mark.
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DOUBLES

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

SINGLES
1 J ulie Harwell
| Gabi Hauck
• Silke Krafft
*. like Mathiak
| Debra Morrell
• Cheri Ward
. Regina Wieser

9-13
18-6
13-2
15-2
2-1
22-5
23-3

:
*
'
:
;
•
!

13-2
10-3
1-1
4-1
9-4
0-1
1-1
2-1
1-1

Krafft/Mathiak
Wieser/Hauck
Hauck/Harwell
Ward/Hauck
Ward/Harwell
Wieser/Harwell
Harwell/Morrell
Ward/Morrell
Wieser/Mathiak

Men's Tennis Team Enjoys Successful Season With 11—1 Record
The Armstrong State men's
tennis team is enjoying another
successful season. The Pirates
have posted an 11-6 record
through matches of April 3rd.
Highlights of the season
include wins over Division I
Coastal Carolina and Charleston
Southern and wins over nationally
ranked Mercyhurst, SIUEdwardsville and Southwest
Baptist.
Leading ASC has been Philipp
Schertel. The 1992 National
Champion in singles has posted a
19-2 record in singles play and has
teamed with Thorsten Hackhe to
post a glittering 18-2 record in
doubles.

jflpiVinilAI, RESULTS

DOUBLES

men
Hackhe(left)mIPhilp pSchertel
a
(back right), ASC: number am
Us team, have posted an 18—2 record in helping ihc Pirates to on 11
ill record.

Schertel/Hackhe
Oakes/Ohlsson
Ooi/Richard
Raman/Marshall
Richard/Marshall
Raman/Ooi
Tackhe/Oakes
Dhlsson/Marshall
Schertel/Marshall
Ohlsson/Richard
Oakes/Raman
Marshall/Bundy
Schertel/Ohlsson
Bundy/Raman

Men's Tennis
(11-6,3-0)
2-22 at Coastal Carolina
2-24 Georgia Southern
2-26 Mercyhurst
2-27 at North Florida
3- 4 Hampton
3-6 Flagler
3- 8 Carson-Newman

W
L
W
L
L
L
W

Southeast Regional (2nd)

3-10
3-11
3-12
3-13

Queens (NC)
Francis Marion +
Jacksonville State
Elon

W
W
W
L

3-15 Charleston Southern
3-24 at SIU Edwardsville
3-25 Southwest Baptist #
4- 1 Rollins
4- 2 at Augusta +
4- 3 USC Spartanburg +.
4- 8 Lander +
4- 9 Columbus +
USC Aiken+
4-10 Georgia College +
4-14 PB AC Tournament
# at Edwardsville, 1L
+ Peach Belt

SINGLES
Chad Bundy
Thorsten Hackhe
Heath Marshall
Dan Oakes
Anders Ohlsson
Trini Ooi
Sundar Raman
Luc Richard
Philipp Schertel

3-5
15-7
5-7
11-9
16-11

6-3
12-12

19-7
19-2

3br Arnutrnixfl
Hiapimr Sonrln

ROPICAL NIGHT
THE ARMSTRONG HISPANIC SOCIETY
OF
ARMSTRONG STATE COLLEGE
HOSTS
"NOCHB TROPICAL"
SATURDAY EVENING APRIL 16
BETWEEN 8:00 p.•. and 2:00 a.•.
IN THE BALLROOM OF THE RADISSON PLAZA HOTEL
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC FROM THROUGHOUT THE SPANISH-SPEAKING
WORLD: PUERTO RICO, VENEZUELA, MEXICO, COLOMBIA AND SPAIN
TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED AT THE DOOR OF THE BALLROOM
$7 per person /
per couple
Attire: SEMIFORMAL
DANCE OR LISTEN TO SALSA AND MERENGUELIVE LATIN D.J. WITH SPECIAL EFFECTS!!!
EXTRAS:

*CASH BARS (TROPICAL DRINKS)
•SPANISH CHICKEN PAELLA A LA VALENCIANA
•MEXICAN QUESADILLAS
•PRIZE DRAWINGS THROUGHOUT THE EVENING

IF YOU MISSED OUR LAST "NOCHE TROPICAL" IN NOVEMBER
YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS SATURDAY APRIL 16!!!
(OVER 350 IN ATTENDANCE AT OUR NOVEMBER EVENT)
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
CALL THE DEPT. OF LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
AT ARMSTRONG STATE COLLEGE: (912) 927-5289
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ARMSTRONG P IRATEERS DANCE TEAM TR YOUTS!
V

SATURDAY, APRIL 23, 1994.
9:00 A.M.—12:00 P.M. PRACTICE
2:00 P.M.— 1:00 P.M. LUNCH BREAK
1:00 P.M.— 3:00 P.M. PRACTICE
5:30 P.M— 9:00 P.M. FINAL TRYOUTS!

IMPORTANT IN FORMATION MEETING MO NDAY, A PRIL 18 I N G YM L OBBY!
FOR MORE IN FORMATION, CONTACT:

SHARON JACOBY (COACH) AT 9 25-8188; VALERIE (CAPTAIN) AT 3 54-9246;
OR CA RYN (CA PTAIN) AT 3 54-3463

Entertainment: Game Masters— Secrets of the Game
By Clay Morgan
Quest Writer

Dungeon Master (DM): Finally, you
have found someone willing to inform on
your prey, the ruthless assassin known only
by the name Kilraven. You stroke Drifter's
fur, while you wait for the tardy informant,
Bergen. You kee p your attention on the
abandoned shack which was agreed upon
as a meeting place. Soon, you see his
shadowy shape slip inside the tattered build
ing. What do you do?
Player: 1 follow him, but keep an eye out for
a trap.
DM: (The DM rolls some dice.) You no
ticed no signs of betrayal until Drifter be
gins b nervous growl. (Again, dice are
rolled.) You see Bergen hiding in the
shadows. Do you approach him?
Player: Yes. I draw my sword to prepare for
battle and tun over to Bergen.
DM: (Moredice are rolled.) Drifter doesn't
follow you. He spins to attack a large man
who was approaching you from your rear.
(Dice are r olled again.) Drifter latches
onto the screaming man's right arm which
you notice is holding a long dagger. (Dice
clatter across t he table.) You turn your
attention back to Bergen as his dagger
tumbles past your left ear. As he draws his
sword and shouts, "Naive fool, Killraven is
my master." Prepare for battle.
As you can see from this illustration,
being a role-playing game (RPG) master is
an entertaining as well as pleasurable task.
If yo u ate already an aficionado of roleplaying, you have no doubt experienced
several exhilarating games. You may even
consider yourself a master of RPS's. None
theless, there are still many tricks for you to
'earn. If you are an unseasoned player,
don't feel that the forthcoming techniques
are beyond your grasp. The benefits you
teceive will be twice as rewarding because
you will not have to endure the frustrations
that many game masters (GM's) face from
the initial learning experience. Remem
ber, b ecoming a successful GM requires
more than a working knowledge of RPG's;
't demands th at a player adopt a specific
philosophy. Here now are the secrets of

GM mastery.
To understand your role in role-play
ing you must know the history of RPG's.
The first RPG created was Dungeons and
Dragons (D&D) which was a progeny of
the popular medieval militarystrategygame
Chainmail. A military strategy game is a
scale facimile of historical warfare which
uses miniatures to depict military units.
D&D developed individual characters and
assigned the player the responsibility of
assuming that character's role. Instead of
moving a miniature taken of a squad of
infantrymen, a player moves a figurine rep
resenting one man called a player charac
ter (PC). By using random statistics, the
imaginary character's attributes are gener
ated. Then the player provides a personal
ity for the PC and assumes the PC's role.
Whereas board games rely upon statis
tics alone, RPG'S turn those statistics into
full length motion picturesor novels. How
many times have you read abook or viewed
a movie where you didn't agree with some
action that the hero performs? How many
times have you shouted "Don't open that
door, you idiot! Any moron knows that the
monster is behind it." Well in RPG's you
get the chance to become the hero and
decide. The use of acting skills is the
primary difference between RPG's and
board games.
The second difference is game strat
egy. Gamesters play against each other in
military strategy games resulting in awin or
lose situation. In the end, only one person
can claim victory. RPG's redirect the game
plan into a team effort. Instead of compet
ing, players are now expected to attain
group goals. By having a referee direct and
evaluate group performance, several or all
players can claim victory or defeat in vary
ing degrees.
Consequently, the position of dun
geon master (DM) originated. Later, to
include all RPG's that followed D&D, the
term changed from DM to GM. The GM
assumes the responsibility of non-player
characters (NPC's) and to act as referee.
NPC's are characters that the GM controls
during the game. The other players control
their individual PC's. RPG s center on

PC's responding to the actions of NPC's
and to imaginary environmental settings.
Therefore, a vital function of a GM is the
ability to administer rules.
You must master the rules because you
are leader, trainer, and referee. As a leader,
you dictate all RPG activity. Gathering
the participants when it's time to start is
the duty of a GM. A GM determines who
precedes whom during play. The hardest
task is keeping people from wandering away
for snacks every five minutes. The best
tactic is to keep edibles nearby. As a
trainer, you guide novice colleagues in the
usage of rules. Veteran devotees depend on
your knowledge of the RPG's inner work
ings to direct them toward acceptable strat
egies. As a referee, you settle all disputes
with patience and impartiality. Some
times, due to game construction, the rules
may not cover a certain situation.
Game construction is the responsibil
ity of the GM and deals with research,
game design, and tactical strategy. Re
search is a common oversight in game
construction. Historical and/or scientific
details adda sense of authenticity toRPG's.
As a result, aGM should eagerly create new
charts or rules to support recent findings
not covered in standard instructions. Be
wary about abusing this privilege because
overuse ruins game design.
Game design includes these common
components" time, objectives, distance
scales, movement rate, NPC creation, and
technical statistics. These facts of game
design are reminiscent of military strategy
games. This is where the GM uses his
knowledge of the rules to create the envi
ronmental setting. Using his or her imagi
nation, a GM creates and records details of
locations, buildings, NPC's, and treasures
onto maps and charts. Then the GM
invents the tactical strategy from the GM's
game design system.
Tactical strategy plots the game's flow
of events. Initially, the GM provides a
starting point for the PC's. From there the
PC's chose where they wish to venture and
at what speed. At times, the GM must
guide the PC's to a specific objective by
providing clues or predestined events.

Random events are also furnished to add
the flavor of authenticity.
Now that you have constructed your
game, you can concentrate on NPC per
sonality. You must determine what moti
vates your NPC. Is the NPC a greedy thief
with a constant lust for riches? Is the NPC
a gentle farmer whose charity is immeasur
able.? Also, the GM must go one step
further than directing the NPC's actions.
By supplying dialogue, the NPC comes to
life. Every GM must have a bit of ham in
him. Boredom will ensue of the GM keeps
using phrases like, "You see a wizard and he
is starting to cast a spell in your direction."
It's more thrilling to say, "You see a wizard
emerge from the adjacent room. He raises
his hands and shrieks, 'I a m the one you
have been seeking. 1 am Barabicus, Lord of
thiskeep. I will not tolerate your intrusions
any longer.' His luminous palms stretch
outward toward your party." Of course,
dialogue is to be regulated carefully be
cause time is crucial in a RPG.
There are two types of time in roleplaying. There's real time, which we expe
rience daily, and game time. In RPG's,
game time is re lative. A three mile hike
will take one day in game time. In real time
a player takes three seconds to declare the
trip. A fight which takes two minutes in
game time may last ten minutes in real
time. A GM must keep track of game time
constantly. More important though, a GM
must pace activity in real time. Thisdeters
the enthusiast from fidgeting. Remember,
no one likes to wait five minutes till their
turn comes around.
By applying the skills you have just
learned you can now execute a thrilling
game that would have othenvise been life
less. This method can be applied to all
RPG's and to PCs as wel1 By treating PC s
like the imaginary worlds created by GM's,
you can breathe life into your characters.
Spirit is the key to mastering RPG's. En
thusiasm turns RPG participators into RPG
enthusiasts Dedicate ample time, give
your best effort, and never lose sight of the
most RPG goal-fun and fulfillment for
everyone.
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barrier, however, will be quickly obliterated
by the ability to vie wfull text and full graphics
from the truly great libraries throughout the
reinforces their experiences and helps them
entire world. Indeed, I a m convinced that
adjust to the way the real world will
nowhere will the effects of technology on
operate around them in the next century. education be more pronounced than on the
Though some members of my generation
nature and scope of libraries.
may find this prospect troublesome, even
I predict that students of the twenty-first
nauseating, to a generation that spends twice century will have a menu of world-wide
as much time engaged in video endeavors as colleges and universities from which to select.
it does in studying for school,
Only a personal preference for campus life
this vision of electronic learning is not at all
will determine whether they need to leave
a foreboding concept.
their living rooms to pursue an education.
Close your eyes for a moment (or leave
Armstrong State College, for instance, will
them open if you feel silly), and imagine face competition not just from Georgia
yourself actually reading the part of the Duke Southern a few miles away or Nova or even
in the Shakespeare comedy As You Like It.
the University of Georgia but perhaps also
Surrounding you as you perform your part is from the University of Marylands and the
the entire cast of the play—not on a flat
MITs and the Harvards. As I h ave told my
screen but in a three- dimensional stage
faculty, we must and we will find our own
environment. Dislike the paceor the staging ?
way, a way suited to the unique and highSlip another disk into the CD player and
quality, high-value of our college.
change it. Or, better still, direct your own
We have assembled the talent and the
version.
intellectual power to make the transition to
Traditionally, one of the problems with
accommodate the new learner. The
simulations has been the lack of reality in the
administration of the college cannot do it.
surroundings. But engaged in the "virtual
All we can do is put into place initiatives to
reality" described above, you can almost
help the real energizers of this initiative,
eliminate this deficit. Suppose you are a
faculty, move the college into the next
professor of respiratory therapy trying to
century. Neither can or should we ask faculty
involve students in the simulation of a real
to throw the baby out with the bath water.
situation with a patient in cardiac arrest. All
Most do a fantastic job with the traditional
at once, the student is right there, surrounded
lecture/laboratory format. With the proper
by a family in hysterics and a staff of medical
incentives and with adequate resources,
professionals, each performing his or her
especially the resource of time, 1am confident
selected task to stabilize the victim. With the
that they will be able to augment and
risk of losing only a "virtual" patient, the
supplement what they already do and make
technology to create this scenario is available
the educational experiencesfor studentseven
today.
better.
In my own teaching field of physics and
Accordingly, 1 have proposed to my
engineering, we use the laboratory to teach
faculty a skeleton of a plan that will need
not only physical principals but spatial and
some meat added to it.
With the
manipulative skills. We also try to develop in
understanding that our enrollment has
the student the powers of observation and
temporarily reached a maximum, coupled
intuition. For these latter outcomes the
with those factors I alluded to previously, we
advantages of simulation are truly significant.
can expect limits on the amount of new
A student can vary the parameters of the
resources provided by the state. Once again,
experiment in a matter of seconds while
Prokasy: "More, and highly complex,
observing the effects and recording the data.
equipment and software are likely to mean
In the standard lab, it is difficult enough for
fewer faculty will reach more students, but
the student to set up the appropriate apparatus
those fewer faculty will have (and need to
in the allotted time andthen, if lucky, measure
have) an improved support environment." 1
a few data points. Something like a 50/50
fully agree. Each of the initiatives I will
mix of lab and simulation could allow us to
describe below have been referred to the
teach physical principles much more
faculty for their review and reaction. In those
effectively.
cases where faculty support a strategy, I have
1 k now that each of you can think of
asked that they develop recommendations
examples from your own discipline where
on criteria for review and evaluation. Where
learning would be made more real and more
other, better ideas are suggested, I have asked
permanent through such greater
that they be delivered with guidelines for
and broader experiences.
their implementation. Here are my proposals.
And what of distance learning? In the
•
Breaking with the philosophy of the
past, one of the real turn- offs to TV learning
past, faculty who wish to develop -grant
has been the isolation of the experience—
proposals to support technology for
the absence of a "real" person with whom to
instruction, research, and/or public service
communicate. With two-way interactive
will be given reassigned time to develop
video and audio, this effect is diminished
proposals subject to guidelines yet to be
though not eliminated. It will be up to
developed. A higher priority will be placed
faculty to find the most effective ways to use
on instructional applications.
this medium. But use it we must! I p romise
•
I w ill ask the Computer Committee to
you that the Novas of the world and the M ind
make the placement of a network- ready PC
Extension Universities certainly will.
or Macintosh computer on the desk of each
But wait, i hear you exclaim, students in
faculty member whodemonstratesan interest
Brunswick and Jesup and Indonesia will not
and a need the highest priority for hardware
have access to a library for the research that
acquisition for the college. We are talking
college courses require! Not true. Again, I
about a basic model (486 or LCIII) with a
quote Prokasy. "Whether networked to a
package of standard software. [Indeed, this
classroom/laboratory [or, I might add, a
proposal has already been enacted.] Faculty
distance learning site] or to an individual via
who need more will have to try to find an
modem, the resources of libraries will be
alternate source of funding to add the bells
incorporated more directly into inquiry and
and whistles.
learning than they are now." And, he
•
I wi ll ask the Department of Computer
continues, "Quality will be determined in
and Information Services to stretch further
part by the kind of access provided to
their already over-extended human resources
information located elsewhere." One of the
to provide as much training in standard
reasons that "job shops" are not active in
software packages, e-mail applications, and
Savannah is that they have not been able to
internet access as they can reasonably handle.
gain access to a research-level library. That

"VP Butler," continued from page 5.

1 will also ask the CIS folks to place
priority on developing a user- friendly
interface for both platforms PCs and
Macintoshes—that will allow all campus
personnel to have easy access to all computer
services such as e-mail, calendars, library
services, internet FTP services, and the like.
•
1 will urge the Executive Committee to
ask the Library Committee to work with the
library staff in devising a long-range plan for
the expansion of the technological
capabilities of the library and overseeing its
implementation—even if it means that some
of the acquisitions budget will need to be
diverted into the fulfillment of this plan. 1
believe that the incremental gains possible
will in time satisfy even the most demanding
users.
•
We will recognize the importance to
faculty of having start-up time in learning to
use in an effective way the distance learning
technology that will be available to us in the
winter quarter. We will provide both
reassigned time and training for faculty using
this technology for the first time.
•
Within our budgetary capabil ity, we will
reserve funds to match grants for computer
and related technological equipment from
outside sources, including those raised by the
Office of Development.
•
We will ask that anyone interested in
technology-oriented grant development
register with the Assistant to the Vice
President in our Grants Office to receive
regular information on the availability and
specifications for these funds.
•
I will ask the Executive Committee to
investigate our committee structure to
determine if changes are appropriate in light
of the changing environment regarding the
various roles of technology in education.
•
Finally, the most sweeping change 1 am
recommending is of the type I am certain will
be the norm for higher education in the next
century. 1 will ask the campus community to
draw up a plan to provide technical expertise
to support new and innovative applications
of the technologies within each curriculum
area of the college. Initially, I envision one
person assigned to the Dean of each of our
three schools, but ultimately one person in
each department who will be well prepared in
the subject matter of the discipline but also

possess considerable training and experience
in several technologies. These specialists
may come from the ranks of existing faculty
who will intern or otherwise become prepared
for the task, or we may need to reserve slots
for employ ing ind ividuals with theappropriate
backgrounds. If we do not get knowledgeable
people to assist the faculty, our startup time
will likely be excessive.
For these and other initiatives, 1 have
asked my faculty not only for their support
but for their active participation. And in just
the few months that have passed since 1 first
delivered these proposals, that participation
has been impressive: one faculty member has
secured a grant to establ isha teleconferencing
link with a nearby elementary school for the
interactive supervision of student teachers;
another has drafted policies and procedures
for the operation of a new educational
channel, scheduled to begin on our local
cable system in the fall; the Computer
Committee has not only acted to place a
computer on the desk of every faculty member
but has also begun work on a campus-wide
plan for educational technologies; the
Executive Committee has invited the Chair
of the Library Committee to participate in
discussions of ways to extend the
technological capabilities of our library; and
in our two new distance learning classrooms,
installed just a few days before Christmas,
faculty training sessions are now being held
and distance learning classes have been
scheduled for delivery in the upcoming
academic year.
The British philosopher Alfred North
Whitehead once observed that "The art of
progress is to preserve order amid change and
to preserve change amid order." While
underscoring the wisdom of his remarks, 1
m ight also add that today's world has, in fact,
ordered us to change. If we don't respond
soon, we may not get there at all. If we are not
in tune with the next generation of learners,
they will be able to find an institution that is.
1 want to make certain that if we are asked
"Where have all the students gone?" we will
be able to say we have our share and that we
are doing with them what we have always
done. We are helping them get the best
education and the best value in education
available.
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Earn $50-$250 for yourself plus up to $500
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nothing and lasts one week. Call now and
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1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
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